ERSA SR 100 solder wire dispenser is the ideal addition to any soldering workbench. Its heavy base plate makes it extremely stable.

The ERSA SR 100 is designed to handle different reel sizes (250/500/1,000 g).

A centering nut ensures that the reels of solder wire are centered correctly. The variable and movable solder wire guide accommodates different solder wire diameters and allows the solder wire feed to be adjusted quickly to the correct position without the need to move the ERSA SR 100.

The optional ERSA SR 101 add-on is easily mounted for a second solder wire reel.

**Order nos.:**
- **SR 100** Solder wire dispenser complete (Delivery without wire)
- **SR 101** Kit for SR 100 for 2nd spool (Delivery without wire)

**Accessories:**
- Kit for SR 100 for 2nd spool (Delivery without wire)